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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

Department of the Interior, 

Bureau of Education, 

^yashington, D. C., May 20, 1919. 
Sir: The gi*eat war now ended has shown to eveiy nation the 

priceless value of the health of its citizens. The beginnings of the 

health supervision of schools and school children, made before the 

war, are now seen as movements of the greatest significance for 

national conservation. The growth of school health supervision in 

the United States in the past few years is indicative of its certain 

development in the years immediately ahead. The first definite 

legislation was in Massachusetts in 1906. By 1912 there was, in 

19 States, some form of statutory provision for school health super¬ 

vision. The number had increased to 26 in 1915. Similarly there 

is recorded a constantly increasing number of cities providing organ¬ 

ized health supervision of school children. This increase in extent 

is paralleled by the increase in thoroughness and effectiveness; and 

this increase in thorouglmess and effectiveness necessitates the pro¬ 

vision not only of an adequate supervisory force of medical inspectoi's 

and nurses, but also adequate material equipment. 

The manuscript herewith submitted has been prepared by Mr. 

J. H. Berkovfitz after a careful study of the medical inspection 

facilities in the schools of New York and other American and foreign 

cities. I recommend that it be published as a bulletin of the Bureau 

of Education. 

Kespectfully submitted. 

P. P. Claxton, 

Commissioner. 
The Secretary of the Interior. 
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STAXDARDIZATIOX OF MEDICAL INSPECTION 
FACILITIES.' 

INTRODUCTORY. 

The war is ended, but the problems nuTeiled by the war must be 

solved and the needs laid bare by the conflict must be met. The 

words of Dr. L. Haden Guest,^ an Enghsh medical officer, written 

in the trenches in France, indicate clearly one problem and one need; 

There is no especial reason for thinking this is the last of all wars. X or is this kind of 
war the only kind a nation has to fight; there is the war of commerce, and there 
is the war of science. Even then ii we do not try to unchain the powers of man for 
the sake of life itself—its ^igor, its beauty, its expression—let us at least remember that 
wars of all kinds are fought better by men and women who, in childhood, were cared for 
and allowed to be strong, helped to overcome weaknesses. * * * The war has. of 
course, changed our outlook on most things, but with regard to the children’s ques¬ 
tion, the change is to make one reahze even more intensely the dominating impor¬ 
tance in national life of all that affects the child. Here [referring to the fighting lines] 
they are equipped with everything that can be given, but they can not be equipped 
with a physical health and efficiency greater than their childhood has left them. Only 
care of ch'Tdhood can give us adult men of that force and %'igor which is latent in our 
race, but which often bad conditions deform or suppress. 

A CHALLENGE FROM NEW SOLTH WALES. 

This cfiallenge to the United States appears in the last annual 

report of the principal medical oflacer of New South Wales: 

There is probably no large area in the United States, whether proAdncial or other 

kmd, which can boast of ha^•ing such proAisions for the care of physically defective 
school children as are enumerated below. Much less will one find a record of increase 
dm’ing war time of such pro^'isions as may have existed prior to the war in any American 
locahty. 

The tvriter then enumerates a traveling hospital staffed by two 

medical officers, a dentist and a nurse; six traveling dental cfinics, 

each staffed by a dentist and a dental assistant; a dental clinic in 

Sydney staffed by six half-time dentists and three full-time dental 

assistants; a travehng ophthalmic clinic. 

Such ‘treatment schemes” as these are the outgrowth of medical 

inspection and can be looked for only where health supervision of 

school children is firmly estabhshed. Unfortunately, no such exten- 

1 A summary of this paper was presented at the Round Table of the Department of Administration, 
National Education Association, at Pittsburgh, Pa., July 3, 1918. 

- The Nation of the PuTure: A Surrey of Hygienic Conditions and Possibilities in School and Home 
Life. By L. Haden Guest. London, G. BeU & Sons (Ltd.), 1916. 
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6 STAXDAKDIZATION OF MEDICAL INSPECTION FACILITIES. 

sive provision for care of the health of school children can be found 

in anyrural section of this coimtry; but we can accept the challenge with 

respect to cities, for there is more than one city in the United States 

with a showing quite as impressive. Too frequently, however, this 

work ^vith us is merely a work of salvage. The emphasis is upon 

'Uare of the physically defective children,’’ rather than upon safe¬ 

guarding and developing the normal children. Both are equally 

important. 

A PROBLEM FOR EDUCATORS. 

The detection of physical defects in school children and the adop¬ 

tion of preventive as well as curative measures are now generally 

recognized as an essential part of the service of a well-ordered school 

system. The time has long since passed for discussing the question as 

to whether the school physician and the school nurse shall have then- 

places in the school along with the teacher. 

“The medical examiner, the school nurse, and the district nui-se,” 

says President Eliot, “should be regular membei-s of ever}’ school 

system in the country, rural as well as urban, and their work should 

go on incessantly, not for a few days out of the year but all through 

the year.” ^ 

But it is not enough to provide physicians and nurses. A worker 

of any kind implies a place and tools for the work. The responsibility 

of providing the workshops and the tools rests upon school authori¬ 

ties. School administrators who are planning new school buildings 

can commit no more serious error than omission of adequate facili¬ 

ties for the work of health examination and supervision. If they 

ah-eady have medical inspection, the need of such rooms should 

be apparent to them. If, on the other hand, they do not have 

medical inspection, they should prepare for the inevitable intro¬ 
duction of that essential service. 

STANDARD MEDICAL INSPECTION FACILITIES. 

SPECI.\L FACILITIES NEEDED. 

Our present concern with this phase of modern school administra¬ 

tion arises from the need of making adequate provision in the 

schoolhoiise for the work of the medical mspector and nm-se, just as 
we do for the teacher, the principal, the engineer, or any other 

member of the school staff. This problem of adequate quartei-s for 

the health work in the schools loomed up very impressively in the 
course of intensive investigations made for the Bureau of Welfare of, 

School Children in a number of schools in which certain phases of 

medical inspection, hygiene, and sanitation were studied in great 

1 Charles W. Eliot. “Certain defects in American Education.” Bureau of Education,Teachers’Leaflet 
No. h, June, 1918. 
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detail. Out of the observations then made_ developed this special 

study of medical rooms. 

An inquiry covering 65 cities in the United States showed 37 cities 

provided with special rooms for the medical officers in the schools, 

i. e., rooms set aside for their work and not used for any other 

Figitre 1.—A step toward standardization. 

Medical department included under administration in this tentative 

distribution of floor space formulated by the committee on schoolhouse 

planning and construction of the Xational Education Association. 

purpose. How many of these were planned by the architects as 

medical rooms and how many of them are adequate and suited for 

their purpose, it is impossible to say at present. 

The committee on schoolhouse planning and construction of the 

Xational Education Association^ has given careful consideration to 

^ The chairman of this committee, Frank Irving Cooper, has generously consented to the reproduction 

of the charts—figures 1 and 2. 
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the medical department in the apportioning of floor space for admin¬ 

istrative purposes, as will he seen in figure 1 What might be included 

under ‘^medical work in a modem, well-planned, well-organized 

school” is shown in figure 2. 

In this percentograph of administration, the committee on school- 

house standardization has indic-ated a number of possibilities in the 

way of subdivisions and accessories under “Medical.” 

Through the courtesy of school architects of three large American 

cities—Xew York, St. Louis, and Cleveland—it is possible to show 

how the problem has been met in these cities and to place some 

practical suggestions before those who may be in a position to 

emulate these pioneer efforts. 
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SIMPLE BUT ADEQUATE PLAN. 

Ill Xew York City considerable attention has been given to this 

problem, and in every public-school building recently erected a 

carefully planned medical inspection room of adequate dimensions 

has been included. A typical floor plan of the latest ty[3e of school 

building is shown in flgure 3. The standard details of the room 

(figure 4) are worked out in accordance with the following instruc¬ 

tions to draftsmen issued by G. B. J. Snyder, superintendent of 
school buildings and architect of the board of education; 

In all buildings there shall he a room for the medical inspector, centrally located, 

on an intermediate floor and having a lavatoiy and cabinet. 
It shall be subdiAdded by an office partition so as to form a small Availing room 

and an inner office. 

The general arrangement should be as here shoAvn. the inner and outer doors being 
at one side and the hinged sash at the other side, so as to proA'ide a AueAv line through 

the sash opening to a chart on the Avail of the Availing room. All Avails, AvoodAvork, 
and furniture to be in Avhite enamel. 

As fuUy as conditions will permit, this plan is followed in the 

construction of medical rooms in old buildings which originally had 

none, as well as in the planning of new buildings. The problem of 

dimensions is naturally more easily solved in new buildings than in 

old ones. 

Particular attention is called to the arrangement for the vision 

test chart. Three important requirements are here fulfilled: 

First, a proper distance is allowed between pupil and eye test 

chart. This should be 20 feet, although, if necessary, 15-foot tests 

can be made satisfactorily. 

Second, the test chart is placed at the far end of the room in a 

line directly opposite the source of light so that the pupil shall read 

it while standing with his back toward the Avindow. 

119716°—19--2 
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OI-2343<&7a^)OIII2 KEEJ. 

U4 U-l 
Figuke 4.—Simple but effective plan. 

Floor plan and arrangement of medical inspector’s room generally followed in New York City. Detail 

of figure 3. 

• C0RJU-D0R_: 

rj[,oo3«_ ^'laj'T 
Figure 5.—The St. Louis plan. 

A practical arrangement of niu'se’s and medical inspector’s room with rest rooms and accessories. The 

aggregate floor area of these rooms does not exceed that of one classroom. 
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Third, an electric light, above the chart is called for. It is impera¬ 

tive that this lamp should be carefully adjusted and shaded so that 

the light vdll fall upon the chart and should under no cmcumstances 

be exposed in the direction of the pupil. 

AN IMPEESSm: SUITE. 

William B. Ittner, school architect of St. Louis, Mo., character¬ 

izes his plan, figure o, as ^^a typical arrangement for medical rooms 

and rest rooms as I like to have them for my schools”. Very little 

study of this plan will be needed to inspLe in intelligent school 

authorities a desire to have such medical rooms in their schools. 

Mr. Ittner thus describes his plan: 

This group of rooms is placed central in the plan, and preferably upon the intermedi¬ 
ate stor^'j so that it is readily accessible from all parts of the building. 

It consists of a doctor’s room for inspection, opening en suite through lobbies into 

boys’ and girls’ rest rooms, each vith a toilet. All of the rooms are well lighted and 
the examination room is sufficiently large for eye testing, and the group appears to 

me to answer all the requii'ements. The central room is, of course, the nurses’, 
ordinarily, and the doctor’s room dming his examination wsit at the school. 

The toilets shown here are inside the room, but are well ventilated through giilles 
in the entrance doors, the air passing from the rest room through the toilet and out 

the vent. 
EXAlVnNATION ROOM AND CLINIC COMBINED. 

The next diagram (fig. 6) shows part of a floor plan in a new 

building in Cleveland, Ohio, of a combined examination and clinic 

room. According to W. R. McComack,the architect of the board of 

education, “Each school building in the city of Cleveland is now 

supphed with such a room.’’ It is very gratifying that the educa¬ 

tional authorities of Cleveland give then full support to then archi¬ 

tect in carrying out his ideas. Mr. McComack, after explaining his 

plan, which carries out the requirements aheady mentioned, adds 

that the room is furnished “with standard cabinet for supphes; 

sanitary sink, operated by knee action: desk, chairs, couch, and 

examining table, and in some instances a dental chair.” 

The inclusion of a dental chair, thus combining with the medical 

room a dental clinic, suggests the practice followed in some Enghsh 

cities. In figure 7 will be seen a floor plan of a pubhc school in 

Sheffield, England. According to the chief medical officer of that 

city the educational authority had approved in 1915 the erection of 

three new school buildings containing such a suite of rooms for 

health work. 
SCHOOL CLINICS. 

It should be understood, however, that a room which is adequate 

for medical inspection is not necessarily suitable for a cfinic or dis¬ 

pensary. The construction and equipment of school dispensaries 

present a different problem, which is merely touched upon in this 
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Figuee 6.—Examination room and clinic in one. 

Detail of floor plan in Cleveland school sho\vdng “Dispensary’’ or medical room next to principal’s 
offlce and rest room. 

RmsinG 
ROOM 

-1 in3P£CTion 
ROOM St 

mnTAL SURG£R) r>nr 
LOBBY 

FiGUEE 7. 
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discussion for the sole purpose of pointing out this difference. The 

adoption of either the ShefField or the Cleveland plan of comhining a 

dental clinic with the medical inspection room is not to be recom¬ 

mended except in those locahties where the work is so hght as to per¬ 

mit the use of the room for the two objects on alternate days. As 

a general rule, it will be found that it is more practical and perhaps 

more economical in the end to devote a room to the one specific 

service for which it is best adapted. For this reason, the practice 

prevailing in some Enghsh cities of renting private premises for either 

Figure 8.—School dispensary in Cleveland, Ohio. 

An interior that satisfies the demands of hygienic standards—walls and woodwork finished in white 

enamel; good Ughting; approved sanitary equipment, etc. This, like other school dispensaries in the 

same city, is equipped with weighing scales—a prime necessity for observing and combating malnutrition. 

medical inspection or cHnical work, where suitable accommodation 

can not be found in the school buildings, commends itself as a wise 

arrangement. 

The advisabihty of making separate provision for inspection and 

clinical work has also been recognized by the New York City Board 

of Education. Plans for three large school buildings have been 

approved, calhng for a dental chnic in each, in addition to the standard 

medical inspection room. But the New York City school authorities 

have lately taken a still more significant step, which must greatly" 
advance the school clinic idea in the United States. 
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The city superintendent of schools has approved a plan for a 
general medical chnic (fig. 12). Such a chnic is to he placed, ex¬ 

perimentally, in a large school, centrally located, in a region where 

Figure 9.—An object lesson. 

A corner of an old school building transformed into a medical room. Wall paint 

too dark. A sanitary washstand with plumbing for hot and cold water: commend¬ 

able, provided hot and cold water, soap, and individual towels are supplied. Over¬ 

head adjustable lamp with reflector for lighting up eye test chart. Chart in poor 

condition and badly hung. It should be on the wall, nearer the window, which is 

on the right, and directly beneath the hanging lamp, by which it should be lighted 

on dark days. In its present position, the chart can not be artificially lighted 

without Adtiating the test through the casting of rays of light into the patient's 

eyes. Framing, without glass, wfll preserve chart. Such details are worth studjdng. 

the need of these medical services is apparent. By ingenious arrange¬ 

ment and apportionment of space, Mr. Snyder has put within the 
area of a single classroom unit a medical inspection room, three 
chnics, i. e., dental, eye, and nose and throat, all communicating by 
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a passageway with a waiting room, and two separate toilets and 

lavatories for doctor and nurse. 

Of course it is not intended to do any surgical work in the nose 
and throat chnic, for operations on adenoids and diseased tonsils, 

according to the best approved standards, require bed care and other 
hospital facihties. For diagnostic work and medical treatment, how- 

FiGrEE 10.—General medical clinic. 

Plan recently adopted for neighborhood clinic in large centrally located school in New York City. 

WAirmq 
POOM, 

ever, the nose and throat clinic in a school is as justifiable as the 

eve or dental chnic. 
EQUIPMENT. 

Xext in importance to having adequate quarters for health work 
is proper equipment. A knowledge of what has been done in other 
cities, consultation with the health officers, and consideration of the 
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work to be done should determine what equipment is to be installed. 

Weighing scales, however, is one indispendable piece of equipment. 

Malnutrition has come to be recognized as a serious physical defect; 

and rate of growth is accepted as a practical index of nutritional 

condition. Frank A. Mann}", whose studies of malnutrition among 

school children have given a new impetus to American endeavor in 

this field, sums up the matter as follows: 

The absence of scales in nearly all of the schools makes it very difficult for over¬ 
worked nurses to find any satisfactory means of determining progress or retrogression. 
One of the greatest health ser^dces that could be rendered would be the equipping 
of all school clinics with scales and creating machinery to encourage their regular use. 
The scales should be as much a matter of course in equipment as the thermometer. 

The necessary supplies, e. g., medical and clerical, should be 

decided upon in the same manner as the equipment. It will always 

be advisable to obtain supply lists from some of the large cities where 

the essential items have been determined after years of experience. 

The list given in Appendix II should prove helpful. 

UPKEEP AND SANITATION. 

The proper upkeep and sanitation of medical quarters are of vital 

importance. The least negligence or laxity in this direction is a 

serious reflection upon school administration. Under this head 

we must understand not only the cleansing of the room and its 

equipment, to wit, sweeping, dusting, and scrubbing, but also the 

bestowal of the proper care on every article in the room. It must 

also include the maintenance of every part of the room and acces¬ 

sories in such a manner that wear and tear will be reduced to a mini¬ 

mum and that repair and replacements shall be made promptly as 

needed. Periodical inspection by a responsible member of the 

administrative staff is needed. The requirements which naturally 

fall under these headings can not be formulated with minute pre¬ 

cision; but the items included in the appended table of essential 

requirements are a fair indication of what experience has taught. 

SURVEY AND STANDARDS. 

Although the medical room in a modern school constitutes but 

one small unit in a large plant, the importance of its being adequate 

in construction, equipment, and maintenance became quite apparent 

in the com’se of the several studies made for the Bm’eau of Welfare 

of School Children, and already referred to. The table of standard 

requirements which follows has been based partly upon recom¬ 

mendations of well-known authorities and partly upon observations 

made in a number of schools. These observations led to the formula¬ 

tion of a survey schedule or inspection form (Appendix I), which 

covers practically all vital details of construction, illumination. 
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equipment, sanitation, and upkeep. If space permitted the descri])- 

tions of some of the rooms surveyed, the reasons for formulating 

this schedule with^ seemingly too much detail would at once he 

apparent. 

In presenting this schedule or inspection form, together with the 

statement of essential requirements for medical rooms, to the con¬ 

sideration of school administrators and school health officers, it is no 

exaggeration to say that any school in which satisfactory answers 

to these questions can be secured is a distinct credit to the architect 

who planned it, to the school board that authorized it, and to all 

persons responsible for its equipment and maintenance. 

TABLE OF ESSENTIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SCHOOL MEDICAL ROOM.^ 

1. Location. 

(a) Accessihility.—The room should be easy of access to pupils 

and to visitors. As a rule the latter are parents of children called 

to consult with the doctor, nurse, or principal. It should not he 

higher up than on the second floor. It is advisable to have it near 

the administrative offices unless these are too far up. 

(b) Practicability.—The room should be so located as to receive 

a maximum of natural light. Proximity to playground or gymna- 

‘sium is undesirable, owing to the noise, which interferes with hearing 

tests and the work generally. 

2. Special Room. 

All features of construction and equipment should indicate that 

the room was especially planned as an examination room. Use 

of this room as either an eye cHnic or dental clinic is undesirable, 

but not entirely objectionable. (See p. 11.) The use of a teachers’ 

room, a small office room, or other small accessory room for this 

purpose should not be tolerated except as a temporary arrangement. 

3. Waiting Room. 

A vestibule or small waiting room is necessary. Such place 

must be provided for children and parents waiting their turn to see 

either the doctor or the nurse. It is a serious error to have strangers 

present in the medical room during physical examination or con¬ 

sultation. 

4. Dimensions. 

The room should be sufficiently long to allow a 20-foot line for 

vision tests. Where utterly impossible to attain this length, a 15- 

foot line may be used. The necessary distance might also be obtained 

by a diagonal line, provided the requirements for placing the test 

charts are not violated. (No. 7.) 

5. Natural Light. 

Paragraph numbers refer to figures in Survey Blank, Appendix I. 
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(a) ^Vindows.—The window exposure and other factors should 

be considered as they would be with reference to a classroom. There 

should be ample light, but glare must be carefully avoided. The 

window area should equal approximately one-fourth of the floor 

area. A greater proportion might involve an excess of light. If such 

a condition exists, the light must be properly regulated by means 

of ^vindow shades. Xo curtains, no flower pots, or other ornaments 

on vdndow sills, 

(b) Rating hy 'percentage.—This is merely a convenient, if arbitrary, 

method, applied in much the same manner as the marking of pupils’ 

work and recitations. Excellent, 25 per cent or more; Good, 20 to 

24 per cent; Fair, 15 to 19 per cent; Bad, less than 15 per cent. 

Figm*e to within 0.01 per cent of next higher rating. 

(c) Grading hy judgment.—Sufficient light, if ordinary newspaper 

type or 20-foot test line is easily read at far end of room by a person 

with normal or corrected vision. 

(d) Shades.—Amber color is considered best. Material should not 

be torn or cracked, and the roller springs and cords should be in good 

workable condition. 

(e) Interior colors.—Wall coloring vdth reference to light for a 

medical room may be ranked in the foUovdng order; 1, White; 2, 

hght buff ; 3, dark buff or tan; 4, green. This order is equivalent to 

Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor. 

6. Artificial Light. 

Ai’tificial light should be overhead and indirect or semiindirect. 

(a) Electric.—The size and number of bidbs should be determined 

by an illuminating expert and should attain a minimum of 3 foot- 

candles. Type B are vacuum filament lamps and type C are nitrogen 

gas filled lamps. The latter are powerful and intense and should be 

very judiciously shaded. Bulbs should be “frosted” if the direct 

system of lighting is used. Bmmt out or “dead” lamps should be 

immediately replaced. Failm'e to do so is a discredit. Any method 

of shading that will minimize glare is satisfactory. Keflectors, 

whether of pohshed metal, prism glass, or any other glazed material, 

are more often harmful than usefid. If glass globes are used they 

should be “depolished” or dull, not ground glass. 

(b) Gas.—Open jets are objectionable, as much for the fire hazard 

as for the poor light obtained. A wire frame or basket around the 

gas jet is serviceable as a protection against fire and should be used 

even on gas lamps with mantles and globes, if within reach of children. 

When gas is the only iUuminant available, it should be so utihzed as 

to attain the same standard as with electricity. 

7. Vision Tests. 

Only where the medical room is too small for the 2:)urpose should 

these tests be made outside of the room. The SneUen or other charts 
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should be well lighted. Side illumination is best. Direct illumina¬ 

tion is good, if intelligently regulated. Patients must never face the 

source of light. If a lamp is used to light the chart, it should be prop¬ 

erly shaded, every care being taken to keep rays of Light deflected 

from patient. 

(XoTE.—Snellen and other test charts are prime necessities. The 

subject is here considered merely with reference to hght. Otherwise 

professional paraphernalia are beyond the scope of this suiwey.) 

8. Hearing Tests. 

Hearing tests are ordinarily made either by watch or whisper. 

Any kind of noise is a disturbing factor. (See note 1 (b).) 

9. Equipment. 

A minimum of thi'ee chairs, not including those for waiting persons. 

One or two benches may suffice for the latter, although chaii^s are 

a" 'Vays to be preferred. 

Weighing scales with measuring rods are of utmost importance with 

the growing attention given to the nutrition problem. 

Supply cabinets and record files should be such as to afford ample 

storing and hancffing facilities for records and materials. Other 

equipment, only as actually needed by doctor and nurse. (See also 

list in Appendix.) 

10. Sanitary Condition. 

Windows, floors, fmffitui'e are either obviously clean or thew are 

not clean. There are no intermediate degrees to an intelligent and 

experienced observer. Such articles as are not actually in use in 

the work of the school nm’se and doctor are to be considered as un- 

necessaiy. 

11. Observations. 

Odds and ends which reflect conditions in the room and the use 

made of it should be noted, whether creditable or otherwise. 





APPENDIX L 

BLANK FORM FOR SURVEY AND INSPECTION OF MEDICAL ROOMS. 

MEDICAL ROOM. 

School. 

1. 

Date of survey.. 

Weather. 

.. Address. Date of erection. 

ocation of room: Floor. Adjoining rooms. 

2. Special rooms: Yes. Yo. (If no, for what other pmpose used?). 

3. Special waiting room or vestibule: Yes. Xo. 

4. Size of room: Length. Width. ' Floor area. 

Main room. 

Anteroom. 

Total, both rooms. 

5. Natural light: Exposure—E. W. N. S. 

Windows: 

Total area. Proportion to floor area. 

Rate: 

Excellent. Good. Fair. Bad. 

Grade according to judgment: Sufficient. Insufficient. 

(Test by reading 20-foot line of Snellen chart.) 

Shades: 

Color. Condition. 

Wall coloring: 

Green. Buff. Dark. Light. White. 

6. Artificial light: 

Electric: 

Overhead. On walls. 

Number of bulbs. Type“B”. “C”. 

Plain. Frosted. Half frosted. In order. Dead. 

Reflector. Color. Globe—Plate. Polished. Dull. 

Gas: 

Open jet.;. Open jet with wire frame. 

Grade according to judgment; Sufficient. Insufficient. 

7. Vision tests: Made in room.•. Outside. 

Snellen chart: 

Where placed with relation to light. 

Side illumtnation.. Direct illumination. 

Is it exposed all the time? . 

Condition; Good. Clean. Soiled. Torn. Bent. 

Is there artiflcial light above chai’t controllable by doctor? Yes. No. 

O ther test charts used? .^. 

8. Heai'ing tests made: Yes. No. 

By watch. By whisper. 

Noise from outside of building. From within... 

9. Equipment: 

Chaii's (give number). Supply cabinet. 

Record file. Table. Weighing scales. 

10. Washing facilities: 

Running wmter.-Hot. Cold. 

Soap. Individual towels. 

Faiicets in working order. Drain. 

11. Sanitary condition: 

Clean. Not clean. D ate last cleaning. 

Walls. 

Windows. 

Furniture. 

Presence of unnecessary articles, etc. 

12. Observations: State any striking or rmusual features. Use other side. 
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APPENDIX n. 

TYPICAL EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES IN MEDICAL ROOMS, NEW YORK] 

CITY SCHOOLS. 

Lists axd Suggestioxs by Dr. S. Josephixe Baker, Director, Bureau Child] 

Hygiexe, Departhext of Health, New Y'ork City. 

EQUIPMENT. 

Deskj'Y-ardrobe, medicine cabinet, coucli, fu-o cliairs. 
In tbe neY-er schools, where distinct provision has been made for the medical] 

inspector, the room is equipped with a basin and running water. 

It will be well to add scales ^Tith measuring rod, electrically lighted vision chart, 
portable screen, and filing cabinets suited to the particular kind of records kept. 

MEDICINES. ETC. 

Cotton, gauze, bandages (1 and 2 inchl, boracic acid, green soap, collodion, tincture] 
of iodine, sulphur ointment, white precipitate ointment, vaseline, peroxide, h'sol,] 
aromatic spuits of ammonia, hand scrub, tongue depressors, toothpicks. 

In those schools where it may be desnable to treat simple eye conditions in pupils] 
who fail to Ausit the dispensarA* regularly or who can not afford the serA*ices of a priA'ate] 

physician, proAUsion should be made by adding to the equipment articles such as] 
argAYol, cocaine, bichloride of mercury, atropine, alloy, bluestone, yellow oxide ofj 
mercmy, nitrate of silA’er. 
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